Compilers for languages of widely varying nature have been constructed using the compiler writing system HLP. Characteristics of the language descriptions and of the compilers produced are reported. Opinions of the users are discussed, and various ways to improve HLP are suggested. The experiences gained are relevant for similar projects aiming at the construction of compiler writing tools.
I. INTRODUCTION
HLP (Helsinki Language Processor) is a compiler writing system designed and implemented at the University of Helsinki. The development work was begun in 1975, when funds for four research workers were obtained from the Academy of Finland, The main parts of the system were frozen in March 1978, when a user manual [27] was published.
After that most of the development work has concentrated on increasing the userfriendliness, efficiency, and flexibility of the system. The main financial support for the project stopped in 1978, and since then the work has been carried out as normal university research and partly as student assignments.
The system runs on the Burroughs B6700 computer. It is written in B6700 Extended Algol and produces compilers written in the same language. The size of the present version of HLP is roughly 35 .000 program lines, of which about 25% are comments. See [36] for more details on the project. The source language is described to the system using two metalanguages: one for the lexical structure of the source language, and the other for everything else. Furthermore, a specially designed job control language [26] is used for controlling the execution of the various parts of HLP.
The lexical metalanguage offers simple set operations for describing character sets, regular expressions (with simple transformations) for describing token classes, and action blocks for describing the actual scanning and screening.
The main metalanguage combines features for defining the syntax and semantics of the source language. Syntax is defined using a version of BNF. Static semantics is described by semantic attributes, with complicated semantic actions expressed as procedures in B6700 Extended Algol. Code generation is defined by a translation scheme, where translation actions are again expressed as Algol procedures.
A detailed description of the metalanguages is given in [27] .
The compilers produced by HLP employ the LALR(1) parsing method. The parse tree is constructed explicitly, and some semantic attributes are evaluated during parsing.
The rest of the attributes are evaluated in several depth-first traversals through the parse tree made by an alternating semantic evaluator [9, 24] . A final pass over the parse tree performs the code generation on the basis of the translation schemes.
In this paper we discuss the experiences gained in using HLP. In Section 2 we list various properties of the grammars used to describe different source languages. The quality of the compilers produced from these grammars is discussed in Section 3. Opiz ions of the users of HLP are given in Section 4. We conclude in Section 5 by summarizing the main implications of the experiences gained.
APPLICATIONS OF HLP
HLP is presently being used in student assignments on an introductory course on compiler construction. Moreover, a wide variety of real programming languages has been at least partially implemented with the aid of HLP. Owing to our limited resources, all these implementation tasks have been carried out by graduate students. For the same reason it has not always been possible to polish the code generation phase of the compilers produced. The emphasis has been on areas where HLP has more support to offer: lexical structure, syntactic analysis, and static semantics.
We have tested HLP with languages of very different nature in order to find out the suitability of the description tools in various situations. Thus HLP has been used to produce assemblers, precompilers, compilers for machine-oriented high-level languages, and compilers for general high-level languages. It has also been applied in implementing parts of its own job control language [21] and in describing a grammatical data base model [14, 17] . Table 1 The syntactic information in Table 1 was obtained mainly from [20] .
The figures in Table 1 do not always directly reflect properties of the language; instead, they may be strongly influenced by the nature of the implementation project.
For instance, the attribute grammar for Euclid was produced from scratch, whereas in [13] the implementation of Pascal we took a "quick and dirty"-approaeh by trying to make use of an already existing Pascal compiler [7] . It turned out that this decision greatly obscured the attribute grammar, which partly explains the large number of attributes for Pascal. Another reason is that the Pascal compiler contains code generation, which is presently missing from the Euclid compiler. The addition of code generation typically causes an increase in the number of inherited attributes in the grammar.
The grammars for Simula and PL360 were originally produced elsewhere. They were fairly easily adapted to the form required by HLP. Moreover, grarmnars developed for HLP have been used in another system [22] . This shows one of the advantages of using a compiler writing system for producing a compiler: although the compilers generated by HLP are not portable, the grammars are. The set of languages which have been described
by an attribute grammar is gradually growing. For instance, if we were to begin the implementation of a Pascal compiler today without our own grammar, we would undoubtedly adapt the grammar in [38] for HLP. , and yet its average core usage is more than 90K words of B6700 memory. We are presently implementing a new dynamic storage management scheme for semantic attributes [25] . This was anticipated in the attribute grammar for Euclid, where the emphasis was on elegance of language description rather than efficient evaluation of attributes. Consequently, under the present static space allocation scheme the Euclid compiler has symbol tables hanging all over the parse tree, which accounts for the large space requirement.
S-Fortran extends standard
In other grammars, the users have been to some extent responsible for the space allo- The main reason for the vast amount of storage required is the number of attribute instances, which tends to explode with the size of the program: the attributed parse tree which corresponds to a PL360 program with 134 lines has more than 15.000 attribute instances! Although we hope that the new strategy for memory management will somewhat diminish the usage of space, it seems again obvious that the space requirements of the compilers produced automatically using the present techniques are much larger than those of hand-written compilers.
Besides the data structures, the code of the generated compilers takes a lot of space, too. One reason for this may be that all parts of the compiler (lexical analyzer, parser, error recovery procedure, semantic analyzer, code generator) are generated individually for each source language, instead of being table-driven. In the case of the lexical analyzer its speed justifies this decision, especially as the lexical analyzers are reasonably short (around I000 program lines). However, for the other parts the wiseness of the technique can be questioned. Although the encoding of the tables into program form makes the text of the compiler fairly readable, it is still probable that in further revisions of HLP we will at least offer the generation of table-driven compilers as an alternative to the present approach.
We have seen that the compilers produced by HLP are inefficient. However, although easiest to measure, efficiency is not the only factor to be considered in estimating the quality of a compiler. In other respects the compilers produced by HLP do better, because they are described using high-level metalanguages. Thus such properties as portability, reliability and modifiability are properties of the description rather than properties of the compiler. Moreover, in most cases the students in charge of the implementations had only little knowledge of HLP and of the source language before the implementation, and yet the time required for completing the assignments varied from three to twelve man months; note however that usually the result was not a complete compiler with code generation.
OPINIONS OF THE USERS
The users quite understandably like best those parts of the system which are most automatic. In particular, the error recovery part [32] requires no input from the user besides the context-free syntax. Consequently, the first automatically generated error messages encountered in test runs are often considered by students as small miracles. The compactness of the lexical metalanguage has been quite appealing, too. The only major complaint has come from users describing languages with a fixed-column format (MIXAL, Cobol, S-Fortran); the description of column dependencies with regular expressions is, although possible, rather awkward°
The syntactic and semantic metalanguages were generally considered reasonably easy to read. However, the creation of syntactic and semantic descriptions which satisfy the requirements of the system was more problematic. In the syntactic part, the main problem was the LALR(1) condition (or more exactly, the LR (1) lead to hasty and unsuccessful correction attempts. A modification of HLP to remedy this situation is in preparation [33] . Many conflicts could be resolved by the use of semantic information; such extensions to HLP are presently being planned [34] . This feature seems to become more and more important with new languages which apply the principle of "uniform reference", i.e. where semantically different constructs have the same syntactic outlook.
Semantic attributes have been generally well received. The parse tree gives a nice underlying structure for semantic processing. The compilation of control structures is particularly easy; this made the writing of the S-Fortran preprocessor very convenient. Moreover, the description can be built both in small syntactic units (production after production) and in small semantic units (groups of attributes), making the description easily manageable. Quoting from [31] , "how else could you manage to develop a 3000-1ine program without any algorithms, flowcharts, or other documents?"
Perhaps the most annoying feature with the semantic metalanguage has been the necessity to be aware of the space constraints, i.e. the necessity to use global attributes.
Global attributes are dangerous because they make the meaning of the semantic description depend on the order of attribute evaluation. We tried to impose a discipline on the use of global attributes by dividing them into inherited and synthesized on the basis of some experiments with symbol tables. However, it turned out that this classification did not suit equally well for other situations where global attributes were necessary. Consequently, to meet the restrictions imposed by HLP and to achieve efficiency, users were tempted to resort to the semantic procedures for using global attributes in a way that would otherwise have been prevented by HLP (the system does not check how semantic procedures use their parameters). This is clearly undesirable.
Even though some users have in the long run grown to like global attributes (for the same reasons why global variables are sometimes more convenient than local variables or parameters), we are still planning to abandon global attributes altogether if the ~ew memory management strategy meets our expectations.
Users have also disliked the fact that a great deal of the semantic processing is per- Although the conceptual tools have their flaws, the main reasons for frustration among the users have been of a pragmatic nature and often typical for large software projects in general. Many of the student assignments were begun when the system was still under development, so that many users were faced with a malfunctioning of HLP. Of course, debugging the system was one of the main goals in the test implementations, but it is understandable that students were not pleased with delays caused by system corrections, not to mention the time they had in vain used in trying to find an error in their own work.
The job control language for HLP was not released before the system had been used for quite a while. Before it, the users were forced to handle the management of a large number of files used and produced by HLP themselves, an annoying and error-prone task.
The satisfaction with the job control language has convinced us that every similar system with several interacting modules should have a high-level control language of its own, even when the general job control language of the computer is as pleasent as that of B6700. Such a control language could also be used for tying together tools designed originally for independent use. One of the short-comings of HLP is that it is too monolithic: it is somewhat difficult to apply only some part of the system, since it has been anticipated that all parts of the compiler are produced by HLP; then the couplings between different modules in the compiler are unnecessarily strong. Moreover, the compilers produced by HLP have a too fixed form: they do not offer options for users as hand-written compilers do.
Some of the early users also complained about the lack of adequate documentation. This need has been somewhat removed by the publication of the user manual [27] , but even now the wish of a presentation more in a textbook style with examples of varying difficulty comes up every now and then. In particular, more information has been required by persons whose background has not been in compiler writing, but who have used HLP to implement small application-oriented languages; this is exactly the area where HLP and other compiler writing systems should be most useful. This indicates that for application-oriented users the metalanguages should be kept simple.
HLP produces a lot of useful listings and statistical information of the language de-
scriptions. Yet many users have expressed the wish for one further listing: a crossreference list of the semantic rules arranged by semantic attributes, not by productions. Although the grammar is easiest to develop when it is arranged by productions, the cross-reference list would be useful for documentation purposes.
CONCLUSIONS
HLP has been extensively used in student assignments. Various languages of different nature have been more or less completely implemented with the help of HLP. The compilers produced by the present system are inefficient. Several revisions are planned, but it seems obvious that the compilers generated by HLP will never reach the efficiency of hand-written compilers. However, the compiler descriptions have been fairly easy to write, easy to read, and easy to maintain.
The users have been reasonably satisfied with the description tools, the main difficulties being concerned with the LALR(1) condition and the excessive usage of space in the implementation of attribute grammars, which has forced the users to deviate from using pure attribute grammars. Yet the main complaints have been pragmatic: difficulties with the use of the system at the program level, lack of documentation, lack of personal assistance for uninitiated users, behaviour of the produced compilers. Although users can adapt themselves rather easily to short-comings in the metalanguages, they soon get frustrated if the system has bugs, if it is difficult to use, or if the product has to be manually modified. The amount of work required for such practical issues should not be underestimated in similar projects.
